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When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been
kidnapped. And now it's up to Percy and his friends to find out what happened.
Who is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess?
At last the wait is over! All five books in the blockbuster Percy Jackson and the
Olympus series, in paperback, have been collected in a box fit for demigods. This
value-priced set includes the best-selling The Lightning Thief, The Sea of
Monsters,The Titan's Curse, The Battle of the Labyrinth, and The Last
Olympians. Whether it is for readers who are experiencing Percy's thrilling
adventures with Greek gods and monsters for the first time or for fans who want
to devour the saga again, this gift will be prized by young and old.
For this elite group of teenagers, New York is all about parties, fashion...AND
BLOOD. Schuyler Van Alen is a loner, and happy that way. But when she turns
fifteen, her life dramatically changes. A mosaic of blue veins appears on her
arms, and she begins to have memories of another time and place. When a
classmate is found dead at a night club, the mystery deepens. Most surprising of
all, Jack Force, the hottest boy in school, starts showing a sudden interest in her.
Schuyler wants answers, but is she prepared to learn the truth...especially when
she discovers her part in it? The sexy and secretive world of the Blue Bloods
comes to life in this stunning graphic novel adaptation of Book One in Melissa de
la Cruz's internationally best-selling series.
Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And that's the
least of his troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and the gods of Mount
Olympus seem to be walking straight out of the pages of Percy's Greek
mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the NYT best-selling series, with
cover art from the feature film, The Lightning Thief.
The Last Olympian: the Graphic Novel (Percy Jackson Book 5)
Percy Jackson pbk 5-book boxed set
An Interactive Adventure
Poseidon
The Human Invasion

El creador de la serie, Rick Riordan, une sus fuerzas con varios de los grandes nombres del
mundo del cómic para contar la historia de un chico que debe desenmarañar una intriga
más poderosa que los propios dioses.¿Qué pasaría si un día descubrieras que, en realidad,
eres hijo de un dios griego que debe cumplir una misión secreta? Pues eso es lo que le
sucede a Percy Jackson, que a partir de ese momento se dispone a vivir los acontecimientos
más emocionantes de su vida: Percy es nada menos que un semidiós, es decir, el hijo de un
dios y una mortal. Y como tal ha de descubrir quién ha robado el rayo de Zeus y así evitar
que estalle una guerra en el monte Olimpo. Para cumplir la misión contará con la ayuda de
sus amigos Grover, un joven sátiro, y Annabeth, hija de Atenea.
A collection of books featuring Percy Jackson and his army of young demigods on different
adventures.
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Graphically adapts the adventures of the Greek god of the seas, presenting the myth of how
Poseidon became the king of the oceans and such stories as Theseus and the Minotaur,
Odysseus and Polyphemos, and the founding of Athens.
"Since he crash-landed to Earth in a rocket, Monkey has been causing absolute mayhem!
Bunny and the gang (Squirrel, Pig [the Pig], Action Beaver, and Skunky the Inventor) have
almost had enough. In this rollicking comic extravaganza, the pint-sized friends must tackle a
helliphant, rocket-powered hot air balloons, and the most mind-boggling creatures of all... hewmans..."--Publisher.
The House on the Gulf
The Red Pyramid
The Percy Jackson and the Olympians
Ladron del Rayo/ The Lightning Thief
The Graphic Novel
In The Son of Neptune, Percy, Hazel, and Frank met in Camp Jupiter,
the Roman equivalent of Camp Halfblood, and traveled to the land
beyond the gods to complete a dangerous quest. The third book in the
Heroes of Olympus series will unite them with Jason, Piper, and Leo.
But they number only six--who will complete the Prophecy of Seven? The
Greek and Roman demigods will have to cooperate in order to defeat the
giants released by the Earth Mother, Gaea. Then they will have to sail
together to the ancient land to find the Doors of Death. What exactly
are the Doors of Death? Much of the prophecy remains a mystery. . . .
With old friends and new friends joining forces, a marvelous ship,
fearsome foes, and an exotic setting, The Mark of Athena promises to
be another unforgettable adventure by master storyteller Rick Riordan.
Pandemonium breaks out at the science museum when Twitch the squirrel
tags along on a school trip in this hilarious chapter book. When
Twitch hears that the school children are taking a field trip to the
science museum, he decides he wants to join in the fun--so he stows
away on the school bus and hides in a backpack to get in. But as
always, not everyone is glad to see a squirrel in their midst. Pursued
by security guards, Twitch turns the exhibits into his own private
carnival rides--swinging on a Foucault pendulum, riding a model Mars
Rover, and skittering across the Bernoulli air pressure table. Just
when it seems like there's no escape, Twitch's chaotic romp turns up
some surprises for the museum staff. . . and a friendly boy in a
wheelchair saves the day for the squirrel, sneaking him back out. With
more than 50 energetic illustrations accompanying the short, hilarious
chapters, Squirrel in the Museum is a perfect pick for young readers
just starting to seek out longer texts--or a great read-aloud. For
aspiring scientists, Squirrel in the Museum also includes an
explanation of the scientific exhibits Twitch encounters--as told by
the friendly science lab geckos.
Look, I didn't want to be half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a
greek god. I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing
basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized
my maths teacher. That's when things really started going wrong. Now I
spend my time fighting with swords, battling monsters with my friends,
and generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where Zeus, God of
the Sky, thinks I've stolen his lightning bolt - and making Zeus angry
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is a very bad idea. Can Percy find the lightning bolt before fully
fledged war of the gods erupts? 'It's Buffy meets Artemis Fowl. Thumbs
up.' Sunday Times
After discovering a secret that makes him question the honor of being
the son of Poseidon, demi-god Percy Jackson journeys into the Sea of
Monsters in an attempt to save Camp Half-Blood.
The Kane Chronicles Book Two The Throne of Fire: The Graphic Novel
Earth Shaker
The Percy Jackson and the Olympians: Lightning Thief: The Graphic
Novel
Last Olympian, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 5)
The Mark of Athena (The Heroes of Olympus, Book Three)

Percy Jackson, son of Poseidon, has come face to face with two snake-haired
ladies who refuse to die. But they're the least of his problems. Because
Percy finds himself at a camp for half-bloods, which doesn't ring any bells for
him. There's just one name he remembers from his past. Annabeth. One
thing is certain - Percy's adventuring days aren't over. He faces the most
important quest of all: the Prophecy of Seven. If he fails, it's not just their
camp at risk. Percy's old life, the gods, and the entire world might be
destroyed . . .
You've read the book. You've seen the movie. Now submerge yourself in the
thrilling, stunning, and action-packed graphic novel. Mythological monsters
and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking out of the pages of
twelve-year-old Percy Jackson's textbooks and into his life. And worse, he's
angered a few of them. Zeus's master lightning bolt has been stolen, and
Percy is the prime suspect. Now, he and his friends have just ten days to find
and return Zeus's stolen property and bring peace to a warring Mount
Olympus. Series creator Rick Riordan joins forces with some of the biggest
names in the comic book industry to tell the story of a boy who must unravel
a treachery more powerful than the gods themselves.
[If only] Bran would stop acting weird....Probably he had a perfectly
reasonable explanation for everything. I just couldn't imagine what it would
be. When Britt's older brother, Bran, lands a summer job house-sitting for
the Marquises, an elderly couple, it seems like a great opportunity. Britt and
Bran have moved to Florida so their mother can finish college, and the housesitting income will allow their mom to quit her job and take classes full-time.
Having never lived in a real house before, Britt is thrilled. There's only one
problem: Britt starts to suspect her family isn't supposed to be there. She's
been noticing that Bran is acting weird and defensive -- he hides the
Marquises' mail, won't let anyone touch the thermostat, and discourages
Britt from meeting any of the neighbors. Determined to get to the bottom of
things, Britt starts investigating and makes a startling discovery -- the
Marquises aren't who Bran has led her and their mom to believe. So whose
house are they staying in, and why has Bran brought them there? With
unexpected twists and turns, award winner Margaret Peterson Haddix has
again crafted a thriller that will grip readers until its stunning conclusion.
"An action-packed page turner with heart!"--Dav Pilkey, author of DOG MAN
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Take off on an epic adventure with the biggest, greatest HILO box set yet!
Dog Man meets Big Nate in this hilarious New York Times bestselling graphic
novel series that kids love! Six times the FUN! Six times the LAUGHS! Six
times the ACTION! Follow the EPIC battle between Hilo and Razorwark from
BEGINNING to END in this collectible box that includes the first SIX books in
the New York Times bestselling series: Hilo: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth;
Hilo: Saving the Whole Wide World; Hilo: The Great Big Boom; Hilo: Waking
the Monsters; Hilo: Then Everything Went Wrong; and Hilo: All the Pieces Fit.
And don't miss a BRAND NEW story arc starring GINA in Hilo Book 7:
Gina---The Girl Who Broke the World. Coming in spring 2021! Here's what
people are saying about Hilo! "Every kid would love a pal like Hilo!" --Lincoln
Peirce, author of Big Nate series "Silly, tender, and most importantly: funny."
--Jeff Smith, author of the Bone series "A story that can be enjoyed by the
entire family." --New York Times
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief
The Sea of Monsters
The Stars My Destination
The Surrogates
Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters: The Graphic Novel (Book 2)
Percy Jackson isn't expecting freshman orientation to be any fun. But when a mysterious
mortal acquaintance appears on campus, followed by demon cheerleaders, things quickly
move from bad to diabolical. In this latest installment of the blockbuster series, time is running
out as war between the Olympians and the evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.
The year is 2054, and life has been reduced to a data feed. The fusing of virtual reality and
cybernetics has ushered in the era of the surrogate, a new technology that lets users interact
with the world without ever leaving their homes. It's a perfect world, and it's up to Detectives
Harvey Greer and Pete Ford of the Metro Police Department to keep it that way. But to do so
they'll need to stop a techno-terrorist bent on returning society to a time when people lived their
lives instead of merely experiencing them. Welcome to The Surrogates, a daring, five-issue,
full-color miniseries coming this July from Top Shelf Productions.
Your quest begins! Use your demigod skills in this interactive and customizable adventure
story written by New York Times #1 bestselling author Rick Riordan. Combining four short
stories, The Two-Headed Guidance Counselor, The Library of Deadly Weapons, My Demon
Satyr Tea Party, and My Personal Zombie Apocalypse, your choices will have consequences
in this first interactive demigod adventure.
The Greek and Roman demigods must simultaneously prevent the earth mother, Gaea, from
waking and stop war from breaking out at Camp Half-Blood.
Lightning Thief
The Last Olympian: The Graphic Novel (Percy Jackson Book 5)
Blue Bloods: The Graphic Novel
Battle of the Labyrinth, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 4)
Hilo: The Great Big Box (Books 1-6)

OLD ENEMIES AWAKEN AS CAMP HALF-BLOOD'S NEW ARRIVALS
PREPARE FOR WAR When Jason, Piper and Leo crash land at Camp HalfBlood, they have no idea what to expect. Apparently this is the only safe place for
children of the Greek Gods - despite the monsters roaming the woods and
demigods practising archery with flaming arrows and explosives. But rumours of a
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terrible curse - and a missing hero - are flying around camp. It seems Jason, Piper
and Leo are the chosen ones to embark on a terrifying new quest, which they
must complete by the winter solstice. In just four days time. Can the trio succeed
on this deadly mission - and what must they sacrifice in order to survive?
After learning that he is the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, god of the sea,
twelve-year-old Percy is sent to a summer camp for demigods like himself, and
joins his new friends on a quest to prevent a war between the gods.
One of the very best must-read SF novels of all time.
In this exciting second installment of the three-book series, Carter and Sadie,
offspring of the brilliant Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane, embark on a worldwide
search for the Book of Ra, but the House of Life and the gods of chaos are
determined to stop them. This non-stop thrill ride is adapted and brought to life by
Orpheus Collar, who developed the first Kane Chronicles graphic novel and
worked on The Lightning Thief; The Graphic Novel; The Lost Hero, The Graphic
Novel; and many other titles including The Amazing Spider-Man and Ultimate XMen.
Artemis Fowl: The Graphic Novel
Percy Jackson & the Olympians
Percy Jackson's Greek Gods
The Son of Neptune
The Devil Went Down to Austin
The Sea of Monsters: The Graphic Novel sees Percy Jackson come to life in this explosive
graphic novel adaptation of Rick Riordan's blockbuster title. Now a major film starring
Logan Lerman. You can't tell by looking at me that my dad is Poseidon, God of the Sea.
It's not easy being a half-blood these days. Even a simple game of dodgeball becomes a
death match against an ugly gang of cannibal giants - and that was only the beginning.
Now Camp Half-Blood is under attack, and unless I can get my hands on the Golden
Fleece, the whole camp will be invaded by monsters. Big ones . . . Featuring a faithful
adaptation by Robert Venditti, stunning artwork by Attila Futaki, and sumptuous colours
by newcomer Tamas Gaspar. 'Puns, jokes and subtle wit, alongside a gripping storyline'
Telegraph Rick Riordan has now sold an incredible 55 million copies of his books
worldwide RICK RIORDAN IS THE MYTHMASTER The Greek Gods are alive and
kicking - go to www.rickriordanmythmaster.co.uk and see for yourself
When John Sunday, an officer with the Health and Safety Board, spoils the Costwolds
holiday festivities by trumping up reasons to ban town decorations, Agatha Raisin is
called on to investigate the officer's subsequent murder.
Percy Jackson fought Greek Gods. Now the Gods of Egypt are waking in the modern
world... 'I GUESS IT STARTED THE NIGHT OUR DAD BLEW UP THE BRITISH
MUSEUM . . .' CARTER AND SADIE KANE'S dad is a brilliant Egyptologist with a
secret plan that goes horribly wrong. An explosion shatters the ancient Rosetta stone and
unleashes Set, the evil god of chaos . . . Set imprisons Dr Kane in a golden coffin and
Carter and Sadie must run for their lives. To save their dad, they embark on a terrifying
quest from Cairo to Paris to the American South-West and discover the truth about their
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family's connection to the House of Life: an Egyptian temple of magic that has existed for
thousands of years. The pharaohs of ancient Egypt are far from dead and buried. And so,
unfortunately, are their gods . . .
All year the half-bloods have been preparing for battle against the Titans, knowing the
odds of victory are grim. Kronos's army is stronger than ever, and with every god and
half-blood he recruits, the evil Titan's power only grows. While the Olympians struggle to
contain the rampaging monster Typhon, Kronos begins his advance on New York City,
where Mount Olympus stands virtually unguarded. Now it's up to Percy Jackson and an
army of young demigods to stop the Lord of Time.
Heroes of Olympus, Book One: The Lost Hero: The Graphic Novel
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief - The Graphic Novel (Book 1 of Percy Jackson)
Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning Thief: The Graphic Novel
An Agatha Raisin Mystery
Squirrel in the Museum
"A publisher in New York asked me to write down what I know about the
Greek gods, and I was like, Can we do this anonymously? Because I don't
need the Olympians mad at me again. But if it helps you to know your Greek
gods, and survive an encounter with them if they ever show up in your face,
then I guess writing all this down will be my good deed for the week." So
begins Percy Jackson's Greek Gods, in which the son of Poseidon adds his
own magic--and sarcastic asides--to the classics. He explains how the world
was created, then gives readers his personal take on a who's who of
ancients, from Apollo to Zeus. Percy does not hold back. "If you like horror
shows, blood baths, lying, stealing, backstabbing, and cannibalism, then
read on, because it definitely was a Golden Age for all that." Dramatic fullcolor illustrations throughout by Caldecott Honoree John Rocco make this
volume--a must for home, library, and classroom shelves--as stunning as it
is entertaining.
Half Boy. Half God. ALL Hero. Most people get presents on their sixteenth
birthday. I get a prophecy that could save or destroy the world. It happens
when you're the son of Poseidon, God of the Sea. According to an ancient
prophecy, I turn sixteen and the fate of the entire world is on me. But no
pressure. Now Kronos, Lord of the Titans, is beginning his attack on New
York City. And the dreaded monster Typhon is also heading our way. So it's
me and forty of my demi-god friends versus untold evil . . .
Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian is the fifth awesome adventure in Rick
Riordan's top-ten bestselling series. Half Boy. Half God. ALL Hero. Most
people get presents on their sixteenth birthday. I get a prophecy that could
save or destroy the world. It happens when you're the son of Poseidon, God
of the Sea.According to an ancient prophecy, I turn sixteen and the fate of
the entire world is on me. But no pressure. Now Kronos, Lord of the Titans,
is beginning his attack on New York City. And the dreaded monster Typhon
is also heading our way. So it's me and forty of my demi-god friends versus
untold evil . . . ________ 'Riordan takes the reader back to the stories we love;
then shakes the cobwebs out of them' Eoin Colfer 'Witty and inspired.
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Gripping, touching and deliciously satirical' The Times 'Puns, jokes and
subtle wit, alongside a gripping storyline' Telegraph 'Perfectly paced, with
electrifying moments chasing each other like heartbeats' New York Times
'It's Buffy meets Artemis Fowl. Thumbs up' Sunday Times 'Funny . . . very
exciting . . . but it's the storytelling that will get readers hooked. After all,
this is the stuff of legends' Guardian __________ The Percy Jackson series:
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief Percy Jackson and the Sea of
Monsters Percy Jackson and the Titan's Curse Percy Jackson and the Battle
of the Labyrinth Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian Percy Jackson: The
Demigod Files The Heroes of Olympus series: The Lost Hero The Son Of
Neptune The Mark of Athena The Heroes of Olympus: The Demigod Files
The Kane Chronicles series: The Red Pyramid The Throne of Fire The
Serpent's Shadow The Magnus Chase series: Magnus Chase and the Sword
of Summer Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor Magnus Chase and the
Ship of the Dead The Trials of Apollo series: The Dark Prophecy The Hidden
Oracle The Burning Maze
Seventh grade has been surprisingly quiet for Percy Jackson. Not a single
monster has set foot on his New York prep-school campus. But when an
innocent game of dodgeball among Percy and his classmates turns into a
death match against an ugly gang of cannibal giants, things get...well, ugly.
And the unexpected arrival of his friend Annabeth brings more bad news:
the magical borders that protect Camp Half-Blood have been poisoned by a
mysterious enemy, and unless a cure is found, the only safe haven for
demigods will be destroyed. In the follow-up to the wildly popular The
Lightning Thief, The Graphic Novel, Percy and his friends must journey into
the Sea of Monsters to save their camp. But first, Percy will discover a
stunning new secret about his family--one that makes him question whether
being claimed as Poseidon's son is an honor or simply a cruel joke.
Featuring a faithful adaptation by Robert Venditti, stunning artwork by
Attila Futaki, and sumptuous colors by newcomer Tamas Gaspar, Rick
Riordan's blockbuster book comes to life in The Sea of Monsters, The
Graphic Novel.
The Lightning Thief
The Lost Hero: The Graphic Novel (Heroes of Olympus Book 1)
Titan's Curse, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)
Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Sea of Monsters: The Graphic Novel
The Blood of Olympus
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Percy Jackson and the
Olympians series Rick Riordan, triple-crown winner of the Edgar, Anthony, and
Shamus Awards, brings his fast-talking, hard-living, Texas-hip P.I. Tres Navarre to
the heart of the Lone Star State—Austin—to unravel a case so dark, twisted, and
deadly, it can only involve family.... Tres Navarre, the P.I. with a Ph.D. in
literature, heads to Austin for a laid-back summer teaching gig. But he’s in store
for a whole lot more. His big brother Garrett--computer whiz, Jimmy Buffett
fanatic, and all-around eccentric—is hoping to retire a multimillionaire by the fall.
He’s bet his career and the Navarre family ranch to do it. Then Garrett’s oldest
friend and business partner is murdered—and Garrett is the only suspect. As Tres
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delves into Garrett’s bizarre world to find the truth behind the murder, he comes
face to face with the damaged relationships, violent lives, and billion-dollar
schemes of a high-tech world gone haywire. Connecting them all is beautiful Lake
Travis and the shocking secret that lies within its depths. Now, as Tres struggles
with his own troubled family past and to clear his brother’ s name, he finds
himself stalked by a cold-blooded killer—one who could spell the death of both
Navarres. Don’t miss any of these hotter-than-Texas-chili Tres Navarre novels:
BIG RED TEQUILA • THE WIDOWER’S TWO-STEP • THE LAST KING OF TEXAS • THE
DEVIL WENT DOWN TO AUSTIN • SOUTHTOWN • MISSION ROAD • REBEL ISLAND
Jason has a problem. He doesn't remember anything before waking up on a school
bus holding hands with a girl. Apparently she's his girlfriend Piper, his best friend
is a kid named Leo, and they're all students in the Wilderness School, a boarding
school for "bad kids." What he did to end up here, Jason has no idea--except that
everything seems very wrong. Piper has a secret. Her father has been missing for
three days, and her vivid nightmares reveal that he's in terrible danger. Now her
boyfriend doesn't recognize her, and when a freak storm and strange creatures
attack during a school field trip, she, Jason, and Leo are whisked away to
someplace called Camp Half-Blood. What is going on? Leo has a way with tools.
His new cabin at Camp Half-Blood is filled with them. Seriously, the place beats
Wilderness School hands down, with its weapons training, monsters, and finelooking girls. What's troubling is the curse everyone keeps talking about, and that
a camper's gone missing. Weirdest of all, his bunkmates insist they are
all--including Leo--related to a god.
The Titan is a novel by Theodore Dreiser and the sequel to The Financier. Frank
Cowperwood has moved to Chicago with new wife Aileen. His plan is to take over
the street-railway system in the process bankrupting opponents with political
allies. The Titan follows Cowperwood through the trials of realizing his dream,
marital upheavals and social banishment. Theodore Dreiser was an American
novelist and journalist who the naturalist school and is known for portraying
characters whose value lies not in their moral code, but in their persistence
against all obstacles, and literary situations that more closely resemble studies of
nature than tales of choice and agency.
In 2001, audiences first met and fell in love with a twelve-year-old criminal
mastermind named Artemis Fowl. Since then, the eight-book series about his
adventures has sold over twenty-five million copies throughout the world. To
coincide with the major motion picture coming from the Walt Disney Studios in
August 2019, here is an all-new graphic novel adaptation of the book with crisp,
accessible storytelling and clear, cinematic perspectives. Readers of all ages can
now follow the siege at Fowl Manor between Artemis and the fairies in actionpacked, full-color panels.
Busy Body
The Demigods of Olympus
The Titan

Percy Jackson - now in stunning graphic novel e-book form! Look, I didn't want to
be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a Greek God. I was just a normal kid,
going to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally
vaporized my maths teacher. That's when things started really going wrong. Now I
spend my time fighting with swords, battling monsters with my friends, and
generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where Zeus, God of the Sky, thinks I've
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stolen his lightning bolt - and making Zeus angry is a very bad idea. Can Percy find
the lightning bolt before a fully-fledged war of the Gods erupts? Rick Riordan has
now sold an incredible 55 million copies of his books worldwide
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